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What makes us laugh? One crucial component of many jokes is the disambiguation of words with multiple meanings. In this functional
MRI study of normal participants, the neural mechanisms that underlie our experience of getting a joke that depends on the resolution of
semantically ambiguous words were explored. Jokes that contained ambiguous words were compared with sentences that contained
ambiguous words but were not funny, as well as to matched verbal jokes that did not depend on semantic ambiguity. The results confirm
that both the left inferior temporal gyrus and left inferior frontal gyrus are involved in processing the semantic aspects of language
comprehension, while a more widespread network that includes both of these regions and the temporoparietal junction bilaterally is
involved in processing humorous verbal jokes when compared with matched nonhumorous material. In addition, hearing jokes was
associated with increased activity in a network of subcortical regions, including the amygdala, the ventral striatum, and the midbrain,
that have been implicated in experiencing positive reward. Moreover, activity in these regions correlated with the subjective ratings of
funniness of the presented material. These results allow a more precise account of how the neural and cognitive processes that are
involved in ambiguity resolution contribute to the appreciation of jokes that depend on semantic ambiguity.

Introduction
What makes us laugh? This is an age old question, but how humor
is instantiated in the brain has only recently lent itself to neuro-
scientific investigation (Goel and Dolan, 2001). Recent func-
tional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that verbal jokes
(Goel and Dolan, 2001), humorous TV shows (Moran et al.,
2004), and visual gags (Gallagher et al., 2000; Marjoram et al.,
2006, Wild et al., 2006; Samson et al., 2009) all increase activity
in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the posterior tem-
poral lobe.

One crucial component of many jokes is the disambiguation
of words with multiple meanings (Attardo, 2001; Goel and
Dolan, 2001). For example, in the joke “Why don’t cannibals eat
clowns? Because they taste funny!”, the punchline depends on
two meanings of the word “funny” (amusing and odd/bad). Both
meanings are appropriate in this joke. Thus, “Why don’t canni-
bals eat rotten eggs? Because they taste funny!”, is not humorous,

because a single meaning of “funny” prevails. Both the IFG and
left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) have been shown to be acti-
vated in response to (nonhumorous) semantically ambiguous
sentences (Rodd et al., 2005; Zempleni et al., 2007)— do these
regions play a similar role in our ability to get a joke?

Many jokes do not use words with multiple meanings. “Why
did Cleopatra bathe in milk? Because she couldn’t find a cow tall
enough for a shower!” has a similar structure as the joke about the
cannibals, but does not depend on semantic ambiguity. This dis-
tinction between jokes that do and do not rely on ambiguity may
map on to the incongruity resolution model of humor (Hempel-
mann and Ruch, 2005), with ambiguous jokes having unresolv-
able incongruity (both meanings of “funny” remain possible in
the clown joke) and unambiguous jokes being more resolved
(Cleopatra’s shower). A critical test of this account concerns the
impact of ambiguous words in stimuli that are not funny. Many
common words in English have multiple meanings (Rodd et al.,
2002), yet sentences containing ambiguous word are rarely funny
(e.g., “what was the problem with the other coat? It was difficult
to put on with the paint-roller.”). Using these materials, we can
assess whether common neural mechanisms are involved in am-
biguity resolution in sentences and puns that depend on unre-
solvable ambiguity. By testing for interactions between humor
and ambiguity resolution, we can assess mechanisms associated
with ambiguity/incongruity resolution in puns.

In this study, we used fMRI to investigate the relationship
between semantic ambiguity and humor using four types of
tightly matched sentences that crossed two factors: the presence/
absence of humor (jokes vs non-jokes) and the presence/absence
of ambiguous words. We predicted that jokes would activate a
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network of brain regions involving the
IFG and the LITG, but only if they in-
volved semantically ambiguous words. In
addition, by comparing these items to se-
mantically unambiguous jokes and non-
jokes containing semantic ambiguity, we
sought to reveal those aspects of getting a
joke that are not dependent on semantic
ambiguity and the extent to which conven-
tional ambiguity resolution dissociates from
humor processing.

Materials and Methods
Materials. There were five experimental condi-
tions: (1) ambiguous sentences (AS) in which
critical content words had multiple meanings,
(2) matched unambiguous sentences (US), (3)
ambiguous jokes (AJ), (4) low-ambiguity jokes
(UJ), and (5) signal-correlated noise. Materials
in the AS and US conditions were versions of
those used by Rodd et al. (2010a) that were
modified to follow the same set-up and punch-
line structure as the jokes, to have similar syn-
tactic structures, and to be closely matched for
the number of words and syllables. To generate
disambiguations in the AS condition that were
as surprising as those in the AJ condition, the
sentences used contained an ambiguous word
that was (typically) at the offset of the set-up
line and was disambiguated with a low-frequency
meaning at the end of the punchline (e.g., “What
happened to the post? As usual, it was given to the
best-qualified applicant.” “Post” is more com-
monly a “wooden pole” or “mail delivery” rather
than a “job”). Existing work has shown that such
disambiguations are both unexpected (as quan-
tified by sentence completion pretests) and
give rise to elevated frontal-temporal activa-
tion (Rodd et al., 2005; Zempleni et al., 2007),
yet are not funny.

One important difference between the AS and
AJ conditions was that, in the AJ condition, the
ambiguous word typically occurred at the end of
the punchline and involved a paradoxical disam-
biguation in which both meanings were relevant
(e.g., “Why were the teacher’s eyes crossed? Be-
cause she could not control her pupils.”).
AmbiguouswordsintheASandAJconditionswere
either homonyms (both meanings have identi-
cal spelling, e.g., pupils) or homophones (the
two meanings have the same pronunciation, but different spellings, e.g.,
mussel/muscle). The stimuli in all four conditions were recorded by a
native English speaker using a lively prosody, rhythm, and intonation
suitable for telling jokes. The duration of the individual sentences and
jokes were matched across conditions and varied between 3.1 s to 7.5 s.

A set of 23 jokes and sentences sampled approximately equally from
the four conditions were converted into speech-spectrum signal-
correlated noise (Schroeder, 1968) using Praat software (http://www.
praat.org). These stimuli have the same spectral profile and amplitude
envelope as the original speech, but because all spectral detail is replaced
with noise, they are entirely unintelligible. Although the amplitude en-
velope of speech (which is preserved in signal-correlated noise) can, in
theory, provide cues to some forms of rhythmic and phonological infor-
mation (Rosen, 1992), such cues are insufficient for the listener to rec-
ognize lexical items and extract any information about sentence meaning
(Davis and Johnsrude, 2003).

Participants. Eighteen right-handed volunteers (nine females), aged
18 –35 were scanned; data from three participants were discarded due to

excessive head movement and three participants’ data were discarded
due to scanner faults during data acquisition; the remaining 12 partici-
pants were included in the analysis. All participants were native speakers
of English with no history of neurological illness, head injury, or hearing
impairment. The study was approved by the Addenbrooke’s Hospital
Local Research Ethics Committee (Cambridge) and written informed
consent was obtained from all participants.

Procedure. Volunteers were instructed to listen attentively to all of the
stimuli and were advised that some of the sentences might be humorous
but given no other task to do. An interleaved silent steady state (ISSS)
imaging technique was used (Schwarzbauer et al., 2006). This sequence
provides an optimal combination of high temporal resolution echo-
planar imaging (EPI) data following a silent interscan interval such that
there is minimal interference from concurrent scanner noise during
stimulus presentation. The sequence also avoids T1-related signal decay
during the acquisition of the EPI volumes by maintaining the steady-
state longitudinal magnetization with a train of silent slice-selective ex-
citation pulses during the (silent) period when auditory stimuli are

Figure 1. Results from the ROI analysis, calculated for the main effects (ambiguity and joke/non-joke) and interaction. a, b, Top,
Bars show beta values (peak voxels for each of the stimuli conditions). a, Bottom, Sagittal brain images showing the cortical ROIs.
b, Bottom, Sagittal brain images showing the subcortical ROIs. All regions showed jokes versus non-jokes effects while ambiguity
effect was only seen in left ITG (LITG) and left anterior IFG (L-ant-IFG; shaded bars for ambiguity). The interaction was significant in
the left anterior IFG (shaded bars for interaction between jokes effect and ambiguity effect). Error bars display the SEM. L-post-IFG,
Left posterior IFG.

Figure 2. Top, Results from the focused ROI analysis, calculated for the funniness correlation. Bottom, Sagittal brain images
showing the cortical ROIs (right) and the subcortical ROIs (left). Left posterior IFG (L-post-IFG), left anterior IFG (L-ant-IFG), left
ventral striatum, and midbrain ROIs showed significant correlation with funniness ratings, corrected for multiple comparisons.
Right IFG (R-IFG) and left ITG (LITG) were significantly correlated with funniness but at uncorrected levels.
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presented. Volunteers heard a single sentence (or noise equivalent) in the
9 s silent period before a 12 s period of scanning. Stimulus presentation
was timed so that the final word of the joke or sentence finished imme-
diately before the onset of the sequence of scans. There were 23 trials of
each stimulus type, including signal-correlated noise, and an additional
23 silent trials for the purpose of monitoring data quality (138 trials
total). The experiment was divided into three sessions of 46 trials with a
single silent trial added at the start of each scanning run to allow for the
T1 signal to reach asymptote before stimulus presentation commenced.
The order of stimulus items was pseudorandomized to ensure that the
experimental conditions and rest scans were approximately evenly dis-
tributed among the three scanning sessions and that each condition oc-
curred equally often after each of the other conditions. Session order was
counterbalanced across participants. Stimuli were presented to both ears
over high-quality headphones (Commander XG system; Resonance
Technology) using DMDX software running on a Windows PC (Forster
and Forster, 2003). To further attenuate scanner noise, participants wore
insert earplugs.

Functional neuroimaging data were acquired using a Bruker Medspec
3T MR system with a head gradient set. Echo-planar image volumes were
collected for each volunteer with a TR of 1.5 s, 8 TRs following each of the
46 trials in each of the three 16 min scanning sessions. The silent interval
between trials lasted 9 s (i.e., 6 TRs). The following imaging parameters
were used: slice thickness, 4 mm; interslice gap, 1 mm; number of slices,
27; slice orientation, axial oblique; field of view, 24 � 24 cm, matrix size,
64 � 64, in-plane spatial resolution 3.75 � 3.75 � 4 mm. The gradient
ramp and plateau times for the ISSS sequence were repetition time of the
gradient ramp � 3.0 ms and time of the plateau � 1.0 ms (for details, see
Schwarzbauer et al., 2006). Acquisition was transverse-oblique, angled
away from the eyes, and covered the whole brain.

The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Para-
metric Mapping software (SPM2, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroim-
aging, London, UK). Preprocessing steps included within-subject
realignment, spatial normalization of the functional images to a standard
EPI template and spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 12 mm,
suitable for random-effects analysis (Xiong et al., 2000). First-level sta-
tistical analysis was performed using a general linear model constructed
and estimated for each participant. We used a finite impulse response
(FIR) basis set, such that each of the eight scans that followed the stimuli
in each of the five experimental conditions were separately averaged.
Scans following silent interscan intervals were included in the model as
an unmodeled, implicit baseline. Movement parameters from the re-
alignment stage of the preprocessing and dummy variables coding the
three separate scanning sessions were included as covariates of no inter-
est. No high-pass filtering or correction for serial autocorrelation was
used in estimating the least-mean-squares fit of single-subject models.
Although this prevents accurate assessment of the statistical significance

of activation differences in single participants (as no correction is made
for temporal correlations between scans), this has no impact on the
validity of random-effect group analyses. The mean activity level in each
condition over time can be reliably computed for each participant tested,
as unmodeled temporal autocorrelation has no impact on estimates of
the mean effect, only on estimates of the degree of scan-to-scan variation
(for further discussion, see Schwarzbauer et al., 2006). Our analysis pro-
cedure focuses on the significance of activation estimates across the
group of participants tested using intersubject variation as a random
effect. Following estimation, contrasts between conditions were com-
puted using weights derived from the predicted magnitude of the BOLD
response over the eight time points in the FIR model using the SPM
canonical HRF. In a subsequent analysis, participant-specific parametric
modulators were added to each of the joke and non-joke conditions to
investigate the relationship between neural responses and the rated fun-
niness of each of the (joke and non-joke) sentences.

Images containing weighted parameter estimates from each partici-
pant were entered into second-level group analyses in which intersubject
variation was treated as a random effect (Friston et al., 1999). Given the
hypotheses derived from previous work in this area, a region-of-interest
(ROI) statistical analysis was performed (Poldrack et al., 2008). Using the
MarsBar SPM toolbox (Brett et al., 2002), 10 ROIs were defined. Three of
these were defined based on the results of the comparison between sen-
tences containing ambiguous words and sentences with no ambiguous
words reported previously by Rodd et al. (2005)—specifically, a left pos-
terior inferior frontal region (�45, 19, 25; 6584 mm 3), right inferior
frontal region (36, 25, 3; 800 mm 3), and left inferior temporal region
(�51, �49, �9; 6696 mm 3). Two further cortical ROIs were defined
based on the results of an earlier study of verbal jokes (Goel and Dolan,
2001) and included the anterior IFG (pars triangularis; �52, 36, 6; 4144
mm 3) and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (0, 45, �12; 3984 mm 3).
In several previous studies of humor, ratings of funniness have been
shown to correlate with activity in subcortical structures (amygdalae,
ventral striatum, and midbrain), suggesting that these regions code for
the reward that is often subjectively associated with getting the joke
(Mobbs et al., 2003, 2005; Azim et al., 2005). Therefore in this study, the
amygdalae were identified from the MNI ROI atlas (left/right: �23/23,
�2/�2, �19/�19; 1760 mm 3), small spherical ROIs were created for the
left/right ventral striatum (�16/16, 7/7, �7/�7; 896 mm 3), and mid-
brain (0, �20, �11; 896 mm 3). The ROI threshold was set at p � 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons. All ROIs selected are displayed in
Figure 2.

After the scanning session, each participant was interviewed and asked
to rate the funniness of every joke and non-joke sentence that had been
presented during the scanning session on a 1 to 7 scale (1� not funny at
all, 7 � very funny).

Figure 3. fMRI response for simple contrasts between jokes and non-jokes (red to yellow), ambiguous and unambiguous stimuli (blue to cyan), and the interaction (black to green). For display,
contrasts are thresholded at p � 0.005, uncorrected for whole-brain comparisons for at least 10 consecutive voxels. Activation maps are rendered onto a sagittal canonical T1 brain image.
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Results
Behavioral results
The participants rated the joke stimuli significantly funnier than
the non-joke sentences. Thus, a two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed a main effect of sentence type (jokes vs non-
jokes; F(1,11) � 97.75, p � 0.0001). The main effect of ambiguity
was not significant (F(1,11) � 0.51, p � 0.49) and there was no
significant interaction between ambiguity and sentence type
(F(1,11) � 3.02, p � 0.11). Funniness ratings did not predict
head movements during the scanning session (R 2 � 0.12, not
significant).

fMRI results
Region of interest
On the basis of previous work in this area, an ROI analysis was
performed to characterize the different contributions of each
sentence type in terms of semantic ambiguity and funniness. Ten
ROIs were included, as described above. When all stimuli con-
taining ambiguous words (both jokes and non-jokes) were com-
pared with matched jokes/non-jokes without ambiguous words,
significant activity was observed in the left ITG (t � 2.76; p �
0.009) and in the left anterior IFG (t � 2.03; p � 0.033) (Fig. 1).
The former results replicate the findings of Rodd et al. (2005),
who reported significant ambiguity-related activity in the same
region of the ITG. The latter result demonstrates that there is a
significant ambiguity-related change in the region identified by
Goel and Dolan (2001) as being involved in hearing verbal jokes.
This region was anterior to the inferior frontal region previously
reported by Rodd et al. (2005).

The jokes versus non-jokes contrast revealed much stronger
and more widely spread activity in the jokes condition, with sig-
nificant differences between conditions in all ROIs but higher
activity in the amygdalae (left: t � 2.95, p � 0.006; right: t � 2.77,
p � 0.009) and midbrain (t � 3.03, p � 0.006). The interaction
between the joke/non-joke and ambiguity factors revealed signif-
icant activity only in the left anterior IFG ROI (t � 2.44, p �
0.016) (Fig. 1).

Ratings of funniness were correlated with activity in the 10
ROIs (Fig. 2). There were strong associations between BOLD
signal change and funniness in the midbrain (t � 3.08, p �
0.005), the left ventral striatum (t � 2.78, p � 0.008), and the
left anterior (t � 3.99, p � 0.001) and posterior (t � 3.34, p �
0.003) IFG.

Whole-brain analysis
A supplementary whole-brain analysis was also performed to ex-
amine whether the regions explored in the ROIs were the only
ones active during the main contrasts and interactions (a liberal
threshold was set to p � 0.001, uncorrected, 10 voxels cluster).
When jokes were compared with non-joke sentences, substantial
activity (outside the ROIs) was observed in the temporoparietal
junction from the angular gyrus bilaterally, spreading to the pos-
terior superior and middle temporal gyri [Brodmann areas (BA)
39 and 21; left side, 1512 voxels; right side, 1682 voxels]. A signif-
icant increase in activity was also observed in the left inferior
frontal gyrus (BA 6/44, 273 voxels) (Fig. 3, Table 1). Subcorti-
cally, the ventral tegmental area (VTA) was activated (929 voxels)
(Fig. 4) and a cluster of activity was observed that included the left
hypothalamus, amygdala, and ventral striatum (367 voxels) (Fig.
4, Table 1). The reverse contrast between non-joke sentences and
jokes revealed no significant areas of activity.

The other main contrast, between all ambiguous and nonam-
biguous sentences (including both jokes and non-jokes), revealed

an area of activation in the left posterior temporal lobe (BA 37/20,
168 voxels) that included portions of the left fusiform and infe-
rior temporal gyri (Fig. 3). The location of this peak of activity
was very similar to that of a peak reported previously by Goel and
Dolan (2001) during verbal jokes. This change in activity was also
very similar to a peak observed previously by Rodd et al. (2005),
when (non-joke) sentences containing ambiguous words were
compared with sentences containing no ambiguous words. The
reverse contrast, between nonambiguous and ambiguous stim-
uli, revealed clusters of activity in the temporoparietal junction
(TPJ), centered in the left angular gyrus (BA 39, 599 voxels) and
spreading through the superior temporal gyrus to the upper tip of

Table 1. fMRI activations

BA Region

Coordinates

Z scorex y z

Jokes versus non-jokes
39 –21 Upper L MTG �42 �66 18 6.64

�52 �60 22 6.2
39 Upper R MTG 48 �58 18 4.98
22–21 Posterior R MTG 64 �40 6 4.93

62 �28 �6 4.64
Midbrain �4 �30 �2 4.8

0 �22 �2 4.71
6 �30 0 4.64

R amigdala/V Str. 10 0 �20 4.66
23 L posterior cingulum 0 �54 24 4.46
19 L upper occipital �34 �78 40 4.07
38 –21 R superior temporal pole 54 6 �12 3.85

46 8 �24 3.58
L hippocampus/amygdala/V Str. �16 0 �26 3.75

�42 �8 �12 3.56
�48 2 �12 3.56

38 – 47 L orbitofrontal �42 30 �18 3.72
�34 26 �14 3.27

20 R fusiform 40 �32 �24 3.61
44 L frontal operculum �52 12 14 3.61

�40 4 22 3.54
20 L MTG �58 �26 �12 3.61
48 R IFG triangularis 32 16 24 3.57
20 –30 L fusiform/L hippocampus �32 �24 �28 3.52

�22 �20 �28 3.15
32–10 L SFG/L anterior cingulum 0 52 16 3.48

�4 48 2 3.35
22 L MTG �60 �34 6 3.41

Pons–midbrain junction 0 �26 �24 3.38
47–11 R orbitofrontal 32 24 �18 3.28
24 R anterior cingulum 2 20 22 3.27
6 L precentral �50 �2 46 3.27

�46 6 46 3.27
6 L SFG �16 8 60 3.18

Ambiguous versus
unambiguous
sentences

19 L fusiform �42 �62 �16 5.23
37 L ITG �44 �48 �20 4.89

Unambiguous versus
ambiguous sentences

39 L ang/R MTG �44 �62 26 5.92
21 Upper R MTG 50 �52 14 5.84

Jokes/ambiguity interaction
47–11 L orbitofrontal/IFG triangularis �24 42 �2 4.87

�32 36 4 4.73
R hippocampus 40 �6 �24 4.59

Coordinates of activation foci together with Z scores and an estimate of location relative to gross anatomy for each
contrast of interest. SFG, Superior frontal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; V Str., ventral striatum; R, right; L, left.
All peak voxels exceeding p � 0.001 are reported (at least 10 voxels clusters). Each area may be composed of one or
several clusters.
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the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 21, 549 voxels) (Fig. 5, Table
1). This effect seems to be driven by both jokes and non-jokes;
although there is a trend toward higher activity in the unambig-
uous jokes compared with the ambiguous jokes, this simple effect
was not reliable. In the left and right TPJ, there are areas of com-
mon activity between the main contrast jokes versus non-jokes
(AJ � UJ) � (AS � US) and the reverse contrast unambiguous
versus ambiguous stimuli (UJ � US) � (AJ � AS) (Fig. 5).

When the interaction between ambiguity and jokes was exam-
ined, a significant change in activity was observed in the left IFG
orbitalis and triangularis, spreading to the middle frontal gyrus
(MFG; BA 45/47, 658 voxels), which was specifically associated

with ambiguous jokes (Table 1). No other
significant effects were observed, nor did
any brain areas show an interaction con-
sistent with additional activity for unam-
biguous jokes.

BOLD activity correlated with funniness
in the left IFG (anterior and posterior; BA
45, 145 voxels) and the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex, bilaterally, including the precen-
tral gyrus, with activity spreading to the IFG
and MFG on the left and IFG pars opercu-
laris on the right. In the parietal lobe, the
response in the angular gyri were also corre-
lated with the degree of funniness (BA 40/7;
left, 294 voxels; right, 235 voxels).

Discussion
In this study, jokes that depend on seman-
tically ambiguous words were compared
with similar high-ambiguity sentences
that were not funny, and with verbal jokes
that did not depend on semantic ambigu-
ity. The results confirm that both the left
ITG and IFG are involved in resolving se-
mantic ambiguities (Rodd et al., 2005,
2010b), while a more widespread network
(that includes both regions) is involved in
processing humorous jokes when com-
pared with matched nonhumorous mate-
rial. Hearing jokes was associated with
increased activity in a network of subcor-
tical regions, including the amygdalae, the
ventral striatum, and the midbrain, which
have been implicated in experiencing pos-
itive reward. Moreover, activity in these
regions correlated with the subjective rat-
ings of funniness of the material.

That effects of both humor and ambi-
guity are seen in a common frontotempo-
ral network has important implications
for neuroscientific theories of humor in
general. Previous work has shown that
language-dependent humor generates
more IFG activity than matched visual
humor (Watson et al., 2007). Here we
show that these same inferior frontal re-
gions respond more strongly to the pro-
cessing of humorous material and even
more for jokes that depend on semantic
ambiguity. Clearly then, the role of these
regions extends beyond those processes
that are involved in perceiving and under-

standing semantically ambiguous words in sentences (Rodd et al.,
2005; Zempleni et al., 2007).

While there exists an extensive psychological literature on the
cognitive processes that underpin humor, relatively little has
been done to relate these processes to specific brain regions (Gal-
lagher et al., 2000; Goel and Dolan, 2001; Mobbs et al., 2003,
2005; Moran et al., 2004; Azim et al., 2005; Marjoram et al., 2006;
Wild et al., 2006; Samson et al., 2009). One framework, the
incongruity-resolution model (Suls, 1972; Ruch, 1992), consid-
ers humor to be a problem-solving task, where incongruity be-
tween the punch line and the set-up line must be solved by a

Figure 4. fMRI response for simple contrast between jokes and non-jokes. a, For display, contrasts are thresholded at p�0.001
uncorrected for whole-brain comparisons. Activation maps are rendered onto canonical T1 brain images. Top left, Sagittal view of
the left ventral striatum activation; Top right, coronal view of the ventral striatum bilaterally spreading to the right amygdala. b,
Top left, Sagittal views of midbrain activation; Top right, coronal views of midbrain activation. a, b, Bottom, Beta values (peak
voxels for each of the stimuli conditions).

Figure 5. fMRI response for simple contrast between jokes versus non-jokes (left) and unambiguous stimuli versus ambiguous
stimuli (right). Contrasts are thresholded at p � 0.001 uncorrected for whole-brain comparisons and activation maps are rendered
onto axial canonical T1 brain images. Left, Axial view; TPJ activity in the main jokes contrast (AJ � UJ) � (AS � US). Right, Axial
view; TPJ activity for unambiguous versus ambiguous stimuli (UJ � US) � (AJ � AS). Middle, Bar graph shows mean beta values
for each condition, showing higher activity for the jokes over the non-jokes and higher activity for combined unambiguous
sentences and jokes over ambiguous sentences and puns.
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change of frame of reference, or a shift of context. Ruch and
colleagues (Ruch, 1992; Wild et al., 2003, 2006) propose three
aspects of humor: incongruity-resolution, nonsense, and sexual
humor (Hempelmann and Ruch, 2005). The last is primarily
related to joke content while the other two refer to a two-stage
process of understanding humor. This states that there is first a
discovery of incongruity and second a stage where it resolves,
partially resolves, or creates new absurdities or incongruities.
Similarly, the coherence account (Coulson, 2001) proposes a
frame-shifting step that involves the comparison of information
in working memory with preexisting long-term knowledge.
Within either framework, the current study allows the purely
semantic aspects of jokes to be disentangled from surprise or
reestablishment of coherence. We included controlled forms of
semantic ambiguity in humorous (jokes) and nonhumorous
(non-jokes) contexts. In both cases, elevated frontotemporal ac-
tivity was observed for ambiguous relative to matched control
conditions, but an additional response specific to ambiguous
jokes was also seen in the left anterior IFG, confirmed by a signif-
icant interaction between ambiguity and humor.

Our study allows, therefore, a more precise account of how
IFG involvement in incongruity resolution contributes to the
appreciation of jokes that depend on semantic ambiguity. It is not
the frame shift or resolution of incongruity that creates humor
(since this is present in non-joke semantic ambiguity resolution),
but rather a continuing process of ambiguity resolution that is
unique to the ambiguous jokes. A critical difference is that in
puns such as “Why don’t cannibals eat clowns? Because they taste
funny!”, the critical word (funny) activates multiple meanings
(e.g., odd/bad and amusing). Crucially, both possible meanings
are relevant and remain plausible given the overall meaning of the
punchline (Alexander, 1997). In the context of the incongruity-
resolution model (Hempelmann and Ruch, 2005), these stimuli
are moderately incongruous since there is no resolution of the
incongruity created by the semantic ambiguity as both meanings
are possible. This is unlike the process that occurs during com-
prehension of sentences containing ambiguous words in which
one or the other meaning is ultimately selected (e.g., “What was
the problem with the other coat? It was difficult to put on with the
paint roller”; “coat” here only refers to a layer of paint once the
ambiguity has been resolved, and can no longer refer to a gar-
ment). The results of the current study reveal increased anterior
IFG activity associated with paradoxical disambiguations in
which both meanings remain plausible, as in humorous puns,
compared to conventional disambiguation of ambiguous words
and to jokes that do not depend on ambiguity.

The analysis of the neural bases of the incongruity-resolution
model have been explicitly tested in a series of studies (Wild et al.,
2006; Samson et al., 2008, 2009) showing the temporoparietal
junction as a key area in the detection and processing of in-
congruity. Consistent with this finding, we observed left and
right TPJ activated by jokes versus non-jokes. However, our
results also showed that these areas were more strongly acti-
vated by unambiguous than ambiguous stimuli regardless of
humor, without any significant interaction. Thus, our study
did not provide evidence for increased TPJ activity during
incongruity-resolution humor versus nonsense humor (Sam-
son et al., 2009).

The results of the main comparisons also provide evidence
concerning the role of the left ITG in semantic ambiguity resolu-
tion. We show that the LITG participates in both semantic aspects
of language comprehension (such as resolution of ambiguity)
and processing of the bistable meanings in puns. But to success-

fully process the set changes in the joke stimuli, the network
recruited is broader, involving a frontoparietal network as found
in other executive processes (Naccache and Dehaene, 2001; Dun-
can and Owen, 2000).

The cognitive processes underlying the resolution of verbal
humor seem to be part of executive functions (set shifting, rees-
tablishment of context). These functions have been largely re-
lated to conscious processing in behavioral and functional
imaging studies (Posner and Rothbart, 1998; Koch and Tsuchiya,
2007) and it has been suggested that this pattern of activation is a
prerequisite for conscious processing (Dehaene and Changeux,
2011). The psychology of mirth suggests that the understanding
of a funny situation requires awareness (Attardo, 2001), and the
cortical activation associated with getting the joke in this study
suggests that the frontoparietal network is a neural correlate of
the specific conscious process of mirth.

Some of the brain regions that were activated in the com-
parison between jokes and non-jokes are related to the reward
associated with getting a joke (Azim et al., 2005). Previous
investigations have suggested that various subcortical structures
(e.g., amygdala, nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area, hy-
pothalamus) contribute to this aspect of humor appreciation
(Mobbs et al., 2003, 2005; Moran et al., 2004, Schwartz et al.,
2008), as opposed to frontal and posterior temporal regions,
which are assumed to be more involved in humor processing. In
our study, it was the midbrain, the left ventral striatum, and left
IFG that correlated most highly with subjective ratings of funni-
ness (an estimate of the pleasure caused by the jokes), suggesting
that the dopaminergic reward system is coding the funniness
(and pleasure). Both the ventral striatum and the VTA reflect
positive reward prediction errors (O’Doherty et al., 2006;
D’Ardenne et al., 2008) and have been identified as relays in the
reward system, which are active in self-reported happiness and
monetary rewards (Knutson et al., 2001) during the detection of
attractive faces (Cloutier et al., 2008) and in addiction (Reuter et
al., 2005). Other possible interpretations suggest that part of the
subcortical network activated could be due to feelings of exhila-
ration and/or motor/autonomous reaction such as smiling and
changes in heart rate (Wild et al., 2003). Since we did not monitor
autonomic reactions or face muscle activity, we cannot rule out
these explanations. Nevertheless, the correlation between funni-
ness and midbrain, the left ventral striatum and left IFG, and the
lack of correlation between funniness and movement parameters
during scanning suggest that the reward system was involved. A
combined study of brain imaging and autonomic and facial muscle
monitoring may help to disentangle these different contributions.

Clearly, more work is needed to fully dissect the neural and
cognitive bases of the many different aspects and sources of hu-
mor that we encounter in our daily lives. The work presented here
takes a step in this direction by showing neural continuity be-
tween the mechanisms involved in selecting the appropriate sin-
gle meaning of ambiguous words in non-joke sentences and the
humor created by selecting both meanings of an ambiguous word
in puns. The association that was observed between the presence
of double meanings in puns and activity in anterior regions of the
left IFG associated with semantic selection processes illustrates
one way in which humor builds on neurocognitive mechanisms
for routine aspects of language comprehension. It will be for
future work to find similar neural homologies in the mechanisms
that underpin the other social and cognitive processes that evoke
humor.
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